
Experiments on exotic atomspectroscopyD. GottaInstitut f�ur Kernphysik, Forschungszentrum J�ulich, D-52425 J�ulich,GermanyAbstract Results are reviewed from recent exotic atom experimentsusing a focussing Bragg spectrometer. The measured energies of theL� X-rays from antiprotonic hydrogen and deuterium and the K�transition from pionic deuterium are compared to the transition ener-gies as calculated from quantum electrodynamics in order to determinethe strong interaction antiproton-nucleon and pion-nucleon scatteringparameters at threshold. A high precision experiment to determinethe mass of the charged pion to 1ppm has been started by investigat-ing the transitions in pionic nitrogen, where the occurance of Coulombexplosion has been seen now directly from the Doppler broadening. Ina forthcoming high precision experiment of the pion-nucleon scatter-ing length new calibration methods using an ECR source will be usedto connect energy standards both from exotic and electronic atoms.Such techniques o�er the possibility of high precision studies in fewelectron systems.
1 IntroductionAtoms in which the electron shell is replaced partly or in total by otherelementary particles of negative charge are called exotic atoms. Up to now,the systems with muons, pions, kaons, antiprotons, and sigma hyperonshave been established. Muonic and pionic atoms are being investigatedsince years at the meson factories of the Paul-Scherrer-Institut (PSI), TRI-UMF, or earlier at LAMPF. At CERN in the years 1983 until 1996, theLow-Energy-Antiproton-Ring (LEAR) provided high-quality low-energy an-tiproton beams, which were especially suited for stop experiments and thusfor the formation of antiprotonic atoms.1



Normally, the observables in the X-ray spectroscopy of exotic atoms arethe energies and the intensities of the radiation, which is emitted during thedeexcitation of the atomic system. From the line intensities, conclusions aredrawn both for the capture process and the interaction with the remainingpart of the electron cloud and processes originating from the interactionwith neighbouring target atoms during the �rst steps of the atomic cas-cade. In the lower part of the cascade, the exotic atom can be prepared asa hydrogen-like system when suitable experimental conditions are chosen.Such hydrogen-like atoms may then serve as a testing ground for the calcula-tions of transition energies and to investigate the properties of the capturedparticle itself. At smaller distances, i.e. for the low-lying states, the in-uence of the �nite nuclear size on the binding energy increases and, forstrongly interacting particles, the e�ects of the nuclear forces become moreand more visible. Of special interest are the elementary systems formed withthe hydrogen isotopes to study the strong pion- and antiproton-nucleon in-teraction at threshold. Thus, the X-ray spectroscopy of exotic atoms o�ersaccess to a large variety of problems [1{5].The precise calculation of the binding energies has to use the relativisticdescription as given by the Dirac or the Klein-Gordon formula and, in addi-tion, has to include the contributions of quantum electrodynamics (QED),relativistic recoil corrections, and polarisation e�ects. Due to the large massof the 'orbiting' particle, the predominant QED contribution in exotic atomsis vacuum polarisation, in contrast to self energy as in the case of electronicatoms [2,6,7]).Highest energy resolution for X-rays in the few keV range is achievableonly with crystal spectrometers which, however, on principle are devices oflow e�ciency. Although high uxes are reached in the beam lines of themeson factories, the experimental challenge is to achieve a high resolutiontogether with su�cient count rates as well as to achieve stable conditionsfor the nevertheless unavoidable long measuring periods. It is essential touse the particle ux provided by the accelerator in an optimal way and tomaximize both the line yields of the X-ray transitions and the detectione�cieny up to the theoretical limits.In particular for the atoms formed with the hydrogen isotopes, highline yields can be obtained only with gas targets. A crystal spectrometer,however, requires a small and bright X-ray source which cannot be achievedwith the usual linear set-up to stop the beam. Su�cient stop densities areavailable if for degrading and stopping of the beam the cyclotron trap isused. For such experiments with low counting rates an e�cient backgroundsuppression is essential. It is achieved by the use of Charge-Coupled-Devices(CCDs) as X-ray detectors (Figure 1).2



2 Formation and atomic cascade of exotic atomsAfter slowing down to a kinetic energy of a few eV, negatively charged par-ticles are captured in the Coulomb �eld of atoms into highly excited atomiclevels by the emission of electrons. The depletion of the electron cloud pro-ceeds shell by shell by continued emission of Auger electrons as soon asthe energy di�erence between two exotic atom levels exceeds the ionisationenergy. Thus, the lighter exotic atoms in the end become hydrogen-likesystems provided no electron re�lling occurs as is the case for dense or solidtargets [8,9]. In the lower part of the atomic cascade, the deexcitation byemission of X-ray quanta dominates even in the presence of electrons.The dimensions of exotic atoms are obtained by replacing the electron'smass in the expression for the Rydberg energy by the reduced mass mred ofthe particle-nucleus system. During the last steps of the atomic cascade theextensions of exotic atoms are already closer to nuclear dimensions than tothe atomic scale. There, in the case of hadrons the electromagnetic deexci-tation then has to compete with channels opened by the strong interaction.A detailed discussion of the atomic cascade may be found in [4,10,11].Exotic hydrogen occupies a special position regarding the interactionwith the target material. It is electrically neutral and, therefore, can easilypenetrate the Coulomb �eld of neighbouring atoms. This leads to a drasticreduction of the X-ray yields in pionic and antiprotonic hydrogen (Day-Snow-Sucher-e�ect [12]), because in the high angular momentum statesnow s- and p-wave contributions are induced and in hadronic atoms anadmixture of s- or p-waves leads with high probability to annihilation. Foratomic levels with large n the Stark mixing prevails all other internal andexternal deexcitation processes. Hence, for hydrogen the use of low pressuregas targets is indispensible to achieve high X-ray yields [13].3 Experiment3.1 Cyclotron trap and X-ray sourceA focussing Bragg crystal spectrometer requires a small and bright X-raysource having an extension matched as good as possible to the extensionof the line pattern to be observed. Such conditions are achieved when thecyclotron trap is used, a device which was designed to obtain high stopdensities with muon, pion, and antiproton beams [8,9,14{17]. The rangecurve of the beam is wound up in a magnetic �eld with focussing propertieswhich is produced by two superconducting coils. Between the coils, thetarget chamber is installed containing a suitable degrader arrangement andthe target gas. The particles loose kinetic energy �rst in the degraders and3



in the target gas itself thus approaching the center of the magnet on spiralorbits, and �nally are stopped in a volume of a few cm3 even at low gaspressures.3.2 Crystal spectrometerFor X-radiation with energies below 20 keV, because of the absorption losses,reection type crystal spectrometers are used. The X-rays are scattered atthe electrons of atoms arranged regularly in lattice planes having the dis-tance d. According to Bragg's law, n�=2d�sin�B, a coherent superpositionfor one wave length � occurs only at the Bragg angles �B, where n is theorder of reection. The width of the angular distribution of a parallel beam(rocking curve width) reected from a plane crystal yields consequently thetheoretical limit for the energy resolution. It is given only by the intrinsicproperties of the material and the wave length. Usually quartz or siliconcrystals are used, which behave like ideal crystals. The intrinsic proper-ties can be calculated from the dynamical theory to one per cent or betterexcept in the close vicinity of absorption edges [18{21].For the investigation of broad X-ray lines or multiplets, horizontally bentcrystals are of great advantage (Johann geometry), because here an energyinterval according to the width of the source can be recorded simultaneouslywith two-dimensional position-sensitive detectors [22]. Thus, an acceptableduration of measuring periods of a few days per transition becomes possible.To achieve in addition partial vertical focussing, spherically bent crystalswere used [23]. The reduced height of the image then allows the e�cientuse of the rather small pixel detectors like CCDs.An accuracy of up to 10�6 is aimed at for the energy measurement in thedescribed experiments, which requires an energy resolution of the order of10�4. Such values are reached in the few keV range with quartz and siliconcrystals having bending radii of about 3m and Bragg angles larger than45 degrees, where the geometrical abberation accounts at maximum to 10�4and, hence, does not abolish the intrinsic resolution of the crystal lattice.The overall e�ciency of such a spectrometer is about 10�6 for crystal areasof 75 cm2.CCDs are the optimal detectors for recording X-rays in a high back-ground environment because of their distinguished two-dimensional posi-tion resolution together with an excellent energy resolution (�E=150 eVat 6 keV) [24{26]. Because the charge produced by one X-ray is depositedin one or two pixels only and particle- or Compton-induced events producelarger clusters, the pixel structure allows by analysing the hit pattern analmost complete separation of X-ray and background events. Thus, for thelong measuring periods, an e�cient background suppression is obtained.4



Figure 1: Set-up of cyclotron trap, crystal spectrometer and CCD detectorfor the pion mass experiment at PSI (from [26,27]). The massive concreteshielding is essential to suppress the neutron-induced background.3.3 Absolute calibrationThe precision envisaged requires an energy calibration and a determinationof the spectrometer resolution function at a high level. In practise, bothuorescence X-rays (Table 1) and exotic X-ray transitions (Tables 2 and 4)must be used up to now. Narrow nuclear -rays with su�cient yields arenot available in the few keV range for practical cases.Fluorescence X-rays excited by means of an X-ray tube are always atdisposal. The precise adjustment of the Bragg angle and the accumula-tion of spectra with high statistics can be performed within a short timeand tests of stability are possible without signi�cant losses of beam time.From those elements, where the line shapes have been determined precisely,energy calibrations can be obtained. The large natural line width, how-ever, does not allow the determination of the resolution of the spectrometerwith su�cient accuracy. An even more severe problem is to associate withthe position of a uorescence line a wave length because of the presence ofsatellite transitions originating from multiple ionisation.Though beam time consuming, transitions of completely ionised exoticatoms are ideal calibration lines. The atomic levels must not be a�ectedby the strong interaction or the presence of remaining electrons in order tomake use of the precise results from the QED calculations. The natural line5



Table 1: Energies EX and natural line widths �X of K� uorescence X-rays(in eV). K�2 K�1EX �X EX �XSi 1739:39� 0:03 0:539� 0:070 1739:986� 0:019 0:524� 0:035S 2306:70� 0:04 0:722� 0:047 2307:89� 0:030 0:769� 0:026Cl 2620:85� 0:04 0:945� 0:063 2622:44� 0:040 0:925� 0:086Sc 4090:6� 0:1 1.05Cu 8047:838� 0:006 2:26� 0:02Si, S, and Cl: [28]; Sc: [29,30]; Cu: [31]widths are of the order of a few meV only and, therefore, can be neglectedcompared to the typical resolution of a few 100 meV of the spectrometer.The resolution functions are obtained from such narrow transitions havingenergies as close as possible to the measured transitions. Unfortunately,not in all cases a calibration line from an exotic atom with an energy closeenough is available to serve also as an energy calibration.The absolute energy is determined from the Bragg angle di�erence to anX-ray line of known energy. The angle di�erence according to the rotationof the crystals is measured with a precision absolute angular encoder havingan accuracy of � 0.2 seconds of arc (or 1ppm) for small angle di�erences.The total di�erence of the Bragg angle for two lines is given by the valuesobtained from the angular encoder and the positions of transitions as mea-sured at the CCD detectors. In general, some (small) corrections for theindex of refraction, the bending, and the penetration depth in the crystalhave to be applied in order to obtain the �nal value for the Bragg angle andfrom that for the transition energy (see also [26]).4 Antiprotonic hydrogen and deuteriumThe hadronic part of the antinucleon-nucleus potential causes an energyshift � of the atomic levels as determined by the pure Coulomb interaction.Furthermore, the occurance of annihilation reduces the life time of low-lying atomic states leading to an additional level broadening �. Shift andbroadening are related to the complex scattering lengths of the nucleus-particle system [32{38]. The spectroscopy of hadronic atoms, therefore,is equivalent to a scattering experiment directly at threshold. The stronginteraction shift and broadening of the 2p levels in antiprotonic hydrogenand deuterium was directly measured by LEAR experiment PS207 [39].6



4.1 Electromagnetic level energies and hyper�ne structureThe mean L� transition energy without the inuence of the strong interac-tion has been calculated by Barmo, Pilkuhn, and Schlaile [40], Borie [7],and recently by Boucard and Indelicato [41] yielding slightly di�erent values(Table 2). For the hyper�ne splittings, however, the results deviate signi�-cantly (Table 3). The origin of these discrepancies is supposed to stem fromthe treatment of the (g-2) corrections [42].Table 2: Calculated electromagnetic transition energies of the antiprotoniclines (in eV). The values correspond to the center of gravity of the corre-sponding �ne or hyper�ne structure multiplets.�p 3He(5g-4f) �pH(3d-2p) �pD(3d-2p) �p 20Ne(13o-12n) ref.1686.49 1736.80 2316.47 [40]1686.50 1736.81 2316.50 2444.10 [7]1686.477 1736.798 2316.483 2444.035 [41]In light antiprotonic atoms, the masses of the 'nucleus' and the 'orbiting'particle are (almost) equal and, therefore, also are the magnetic moments.Hence, for the hydrogen isotopes both the �ne and the hyper�ne structuresplitting is of the order �EFS � �EHFS � �2�B1. Owing to the large mass,the recoil corrections due to the anomalous magnetic moment of the protonand antiproton are signi�cant. Therefore, for example the level orderingin protonium is no longer the same as in the analogue system positronium[40,41,43].Because of the complex multiplet structure, the extraction of hadronicparameters demands the precise knowledge of the electromagnetic hyper�nesplitting. The L� line consists altogether of 11 transitions in the case ofhydrogen and of 21 transitions for deuterium. Because of the rather smallsplitting of the 3d levels as compared to the 2p levels, the line shape of the3d-2p transition yields already the 2p level structure in good approximation.4.2 Nuclear polarisationThe electric force induces a dipole in the extended charge distributionsboth in the orbiting particle and in the nucleus. In light atoms, the en-ergy shifts of the 2p and higher levels caused by the polarisation of pionsand antiprotons usually are 1meV or less and, hence, far below the experi-mental accuracy. Only for deuterium, due to its large quadrupole moment,the polarisation shift �Epol in the 2p level reaches already sizeable values.Following the approach of [45] and using �pol(D)=0.633 fm3 for the polar-7



Table 3: Predictions for the electromagnetic hyper�ne splittings of the 2pund 3d levels (notation: n2S+1LF ) in hydrogen and deuterium (in meV). Thespin factor w= (2F+1)/�(2F+1) corresponds to a statistical population ofthe sublevels. A positive sign of the electromagnetic shift �BQED standsfor a more strongly bound atomic level.HFS w �BQED �BQED HFS w �BQED �BQED�pH2 3P2 5/12 - 60 - 13 3 3D3 7/20 - 7 - 22 3P1 3/12 + 16 + 51 3 3D2 5/20 + 1 + 62 1P1 3/12 0 - 97 3 1D2 5/20 0 - 92 3P0 1/12 + 249 + 203 3 3D1 3/20 + 16 + 9[44] [41] [44] [41]�pD2 4P5=2 6/18 + 104 - 8 3 4D7=2 8/30 + 12 - 12 4P3=2 4/18 - 362 - 103 3 2D5=2 6/30 + 29 - 42 2P3=2 4/18 + 194 + 33 3 4D5=2 6/30 - 38 + 92 4P1=2 2/18 - 353 - 28 3 2D3=2 4/30 + 3 - 62 2P1=2 2/18 + 376 + 40 3 4D3=2 4/30 - 11 + 23 4D1=2 2/30 - 6 - 2[40] [41] [40] [41]isibility of the deuterons [46], a change of �Epol=- 6.6meV is calculatedfor the 3d-2p transition energy.4.3 Interaction with the external magnetic �eldThe static magnetic interaction energy �N �Bcyc of a nuclear magneton inthe external �eld of the cyclotron trap (of about 3T) amounts to 90 neV,which is 1ppm of the 2p - hyper�ne splitting. Also, the movement of theantiprotonic atom induces only a negligibly small electric �eld ~E =~v� ~Bcyc('motional' Stark e�ect) when compared to the strength of the internal �eld.Assuming a velocity of v=106 cm/s, corresponding to a kinetic energy of1 eV for the antiprotonic atom [14], an electric �eld strength of E� 3�106V/m results. The strength of the internal Coulomb �eld, however, reachesvalues of 1011V/m already at radii corresponding to n=40.4.4 Results for the 2p multiplet in antiprotonic hydrogenThe measurement of the hadronic parameters of the 2p state tests explicitelythe long range part of the antinucleon-nucleon interaction [34]. Using theL� transition, antiprotonic hydrogen o�ers the unique possibility to prepare8



the antiproton-proton system in a pure p-wave state. Almost 99% of theantiprotons reaching the 2p level annihilate there, as seen from the largespin-averaged 2p level broadening of (34.0�2:9)meV, which has been de-termined earlier from the intensity balance of the total Balmer series tothe Lyman � transition [14]. In gaseous targets, annihilation at rest oc-curs mainly from the atomic p states because of the reduced Stark mixing[13]. The fraction of absorption from the 3d level is predicted to be 1%only [34]. This is in agreement with the nonobservation of hadronic e�ects,which should show up in the line yields of the Balmer series for hydrogenor deuterium [14]. Therefore, the 2p hyper�ne levels are assumed to bepopulated according to their statistical weight.The line pro�le of the 3d-2p transition in antiprotonic hydrogen exhibitsa shoulder at the high energy side (Figure 2). It is interpreted as the 23P0hyper�ne state, because its relative intensity - obtained to (7.9�1.0)% in afree �t to the line pro�le - is in good agreement with the statistical popula-tion of 8.3% for the 23P0 level (Table 3). The main part of the line consistsof the 3 - not resolved - components 2(3P2,3P1,1P1).The 23P0 state plays a particular role. Its shift and broadening ispredicted to about 100 meV which is veri�ed by the experiment yielding(120�25)meV [47] when the result from the recent QED calculation isused [41]. Such large hadronic e�ects in the 23P0 state are mandatory forthe meson-exchange model from which the real part of the antinucleon-nucleon potential is derived [34,48,49]. The value obtained for the spin-averaged shift of the group 2(3P2,3P1,1P1) is compatible with zero and thespin-averaged broadening is of the order of the spin-averaged width as pre-dicted [34,47]. Obviously, the level structure originating from the real partof the hadronic potential is not destroyed by the very fast annihilation.The experimental results are considered as strong support for the validityof the meson-exchange models to describe the long-range real part of thelow-energy antinucleon-nucleon interaction.4.5 Results for the 2p multiplet in antiprotonic deuteriumIn antiprotonic deuterium, at present the only possibility to determine anyhadronic e�ects is a direct measurement of the the 2p-level width and broad-ening. Because of the more frequent annihilation from p levels as comparedto antiprotonic hydrogen, the observation of the transitions to the atomicground state remains doubtful because of the smaller line yields of the Ly-man series and the increased hadronic broadening of the 1s level [14,50].The two results for the QED hyper�ne splitting di�er considerably (Ta-ble 3). Barmo et al. predict, that the hyper�ne splitting in the 2p levelis dominated by the electromagnetic interaction [40]. Therefore, the 3d-2p9



Figure 2: Line shapes of the L� transitions in antiprotonic hydrogen anddeuterium and corresponding antiprotonic calibration transitions [51].line shape should form approximately a doublet structure from the groups2(4P3=2,4P1=2,4P1=2) and 2(4P5=2,2P3=2) showing a small tail to the high en-ergy side stemming from the 22P1=2 state.The measured line shape does not show any evidence for such a dou-blet structure (Figure 2). The calculation of Boucard and Indelicato yieldsa much smaller hyper�ne splitting [41], which allows to treat the wholemultiplet as a single line only in comparison with the experimental res-olution. The numerical results from the single line �t are indistinguish-able within the experimental errors from the results from a �t forcingthe hyper�ne pattern as given by Boucard and Indelicato. With that,for the spin-averaged hadronic shift and broadening �2p=( - 250�26)meVand �2p=(489� 30)meV is obtained [51]. The annihilation width is foundabout 20% smaller than in the previous analysis [52]. The shift is negative,i.e., the interaction is repulsive as predicted. For the spin-averaged broad-ening, the multiple scattering ansatz of Wycech, Green and Niskanen yieldsabout 400meV in good agreement with the experimental result, whereasthe magnitude of the shift is underestimated by a factor of 5 [53].10



5 Mass of the charged pionThe motivation for an improved pion mass measurement reaching an ac-curacy of at least 1ppm arises from several aspects. Future muon neu-trino mass measurements should be able to improve their sensitivity from170 keV/c2 to below 70 keV/c2. Theoretical considerations using the Stan-dard Model as well as all 'popular' classes of theories which go beyond theStandard Model and take into account cosmological bounds reduce con-siderably the range of possible mass values. It was shown e.g. that themass of the muon neutrino is either � 70 keV/c2 for unstable neutrinos or� 65 eV/c2 for stable neutrinos contributing to the matter density of theuniverse within the cosmological bound [54,55].The recent highly sensitive search for Muonium -Antimuonium (M �M)conversion [56] aiming at an improvement in sensitivity by an order ofmagnitude to about 10�3 for GM �M/GF would, together with a factor ofalmost two for a reduced upper limit of the muon neutrino mass, exclude acertain type of theories extending the Standard Model [57].The experimental accuracy for the hadronic 1s level shift in pionic hy-drogen obtained in an earlier crystal spectrometer measurement was 13meVfor the statistical and 31meV for the systematical error [58]. The error orig-inating from the uncertainty of the pion mass already accounts for 8meV.The systematical error stems mainly from the limited precision of the cali-bration line and the lattice constant of the Bragg crystal. Such systematicalerrors could be reduced signi�cantly in future independent measurements.In order to avoid the problems inherent to energy calibrations usinguorescence X-rays or screening e�ects from the remaining electrons, itis proposed to obtain the absolute calibration from a muonic transition ofalmost equal energy as a pionic one [27]. The experiment uses the fact, thatthe positive muon mass is known to an accuracy of 0.32ppm and assumesCPT invariance. The requirement to measure the same transition in termsof quantum numbers and the request to use gas targets at pressures ofabout 1 bar led to the pair pionic nitrogen and muonic oxygen and the5 - 4 transitions (Table 4). The natural line widths of 8meV are negligibleas compared to the experimental resolution of about 350meV. Because ofthe small energy di�erence, the crystal spectrometer can be set up withoutmovable parts between crystal and detector which excludes any systematicerrors from the adjustment of the Bragg angle.A feasibility study was performed with the �N(5g-4f) transition usingthe cyclotron trap I and the Cu K�1 uorescence line as the energy calibra-tion (Figure 3) [26]. The ambiguity of 15ppm of a previous measurementwith the �Mg(5g-4f) transition could be removed. There, a solid state tar-get was used [59,60]. The ambiguity was due to the number of K electrons11



Table 4: Calculated electromagnetic transition energies (in eV) of muonicand pionic X-ray lines (from [41]).�D(2p-1s) �20Ne(7i-6h) �16O(5g9=2-4f7=2) �14N(5g-4f) �20Ne(6h-5g)2597.527 2718.751 4023.757 4055.373 4509.888present at the time of emission of the X-ray. The result of Lenz et al. [26]for the mass of the charged pion is m�=(139.57071�0.00053)MeV/c2 being(+5.5�3.8)ppm larger than the result B (2K electrons) of Jeckelmann et al.[60]. The above-mentioned value is also consistent with the limits extractedfrom the muon neutrino mass measurements [61].

Figure 3: Measured line shapes of the �N(5g-4f) transition and the Cu K�uorescence line [26]. The parameters for the line shape of the Cu K�transition have been taken from [31].Cascade calculations based on the code of Akylas and Vogel [62] predictfor nitrogen a probability of less than 2% (at a pressure of 1 bar) for oneremaining K electron when the pion or muon reaches the n=5 level, whichcould be veri�ed as an upper limit by the feasibility study [26].In the forthcoming �nal measurement, the source of X-rays emitted bythe exotic atoms will be formed by stopping the pion beam in the newcyclotron trap (ZF II). The muons originate from pion decay inside thetarget chamber. With the new trap a su�cently high stop density also forthe decay muons has been achieved recently [63].5.1 Test of the Klein-Gordon equationThe energy di�erence between the circular transition �14N(5g-4f) and thenext inner parallel transition �14N(5f-4d) (Figure 3) was measured by Lenz12



et al. to �E[(5g-4f) - (5f-4d)]= (2308.2�9.7)meV [26]. The precision achievedexceeds the one of earlier tests of the Klein-Gordon equation by Delker etal. [64] by a factor of about 5. A recent QED calculation of Boucard andIndelicato yielded in good agreement 2312.8meV [41].5.2 Direct observation of Coulomb explosionThe observed line width of about 710 meV (FWHM) of the �N (Figure 3) orthe �O 5g - 4f transition is a factor 2 larger than expected from the resolutionof the spectrometer [26]. First checks assumed distorted crystal materialwhich, however, is not su�cient to explain such a broadening. On the otherhand, for diatomic molecules like N2 or O2, a signi�cant Doppler broadeningoriginating from Coulomb explosion cannot be excluded. Here, the �Nsystem gains kinetic energy, when after Auger emission of several electronsthe binding of the molecular system �N2 breaks and the two fragments ofalmost equal mass are accelerated by the Coulomb force. Evidence for suchan e�ect has been deduced earlier from the di�erent pressure dependenceof the K X-ray line yields of pionic nitrogen and neon [4,65].A measurement of the �Ne(6h-5g) transition (Table 4) has been per-formed in order to test such a hypothesis, because the width of that re-ection is only due to the experimental response function. The �Ne lineof 400meV is signi�cantly narrower than the �N and �O transitions and,therefore, the large widths of the latter are assumed to originate fromCoulomb explosion [63]. The measured additional width of the pionic 5g-4f transition amounts to 400 - 575 meV depending on the details for theassumptions of the line shape of the resolution function. It correspondsto a kinetic energy of the �N system of 50 - 130 eV. Assuming that themolecule decomposes at distances comparable to the molecular bond lengthof 1.1�10�8 cm at the time of separation, for the product of the chargesq1�q2� 9 - 20 is obtained. Consequently, the range of charge states at thetime of explosion is 3 to 4 - 5, which corresponds to the removal of 6 - 9electrons from the N2 molecule. Separation distances of about 5 molecularbond length as observed in the slow laser induced Coulomb explosion [66]can be excluded because a value of q1�q2=45 - 100 cannot be reached fornitrogen and oxygen.6 Pionic hydrogenThe description of the pion-nucleon interaction in the con�nement region isconsidered as a fundamental problem in QCD. The progress achieved on thetheoretical side in describing low energy phenomena from basic principlesin the framework of the chiral perturbation theory allows the prediction13



of the pion-nucleon scattering lengths with an accuracy at the per centlevel [67,68]. Consequently, the experimental information stemming fromthe hadronic shift and broadening of the ground state in pionic hydrogenshould at least reach a precision at that level.The last generation of experiments on pionic hydrogen and deuteriumachieved already an accuracy of about 10% for the isospin separated �Nscattering lengths [58,69]. Recently, new developments in the experimentaltechniques (see pion mass experiment) and in the atomic cascade of pionicand muonic hydrogen became available [70,71]. For a precision experiment,a detailed study of the cascade is essential in order to reach a precision ofbetter than 2 - 3%. Below that level, Coulomb deexcitation [72], which com-petes with external Auger and X-ray emission during the atomic cascade,hinders the precise determination of the line width. The deexcitation energyis used to accelerate the �H system during the encounter with another atomin the target and thus, the measured line shape is composed of a superpo-sition of many discrete Doppler pro�les convoluted with the spectrometerresponse function. It is proposed to quantify such a complex line shapeusing the �H(2p-1s) transition, where the e�ects of Coulomb deexcitationcan be studied in a system without strong interaction [73]. Inserting theknowledge from the cascade studies, an accuracy of 1% becomes feasible forthe strong interaction broadening of the 1s level in pionic hydrogen.6.1 Feasibility study with pionic deuteriumTo demonstrate the count rate and background conditions for such mea-surements in pionic and muonic hydrogen, the 2p - 1s transition in pionicdeuterium has been studied (Figure 4). The cyclotron trap II was used tostop the high intensity �E5 beam in a gas target at 2.5 bar pressure. TheX-rays were measured with the focussing crystal spectrometer set-up for thepion mass measurement. As energy calibration the K� uorescence X-raysfrom chlorine have been used and the resolution function has been obtainedfrom the narrow �20Ne(7i-6h) transition.New improved values for the strong interaction shift and broadening ofthe atomic ground state have been extracted from the position and lineshape being �1s=- 2.469�0.038�0.040 eV and �1s= 1.09�0.129 eV [74].The result is in agreement with the previous measurement where the �D(3p-1s) transition and the argon K� radiation as energy calibration was used[69]. In the calculation of the electromagnetic 2p-1s transition energy (Ta-ble 4), for the deuteron charge radius a value of 2.138 fm was used [41]. Theminus sign of the shift indicates a repulsive interaction. The �rst error of�1s could be easily reduced by a high statistics measurement. The seconderror of �1s stems only from the accuracy of the energy determination of the14



Figure 4: Left - �D(2p-1s) line shape obtained from the feasibility studyfor the �H experiment [73,74]. Right - reection of the �Ne(7-6) transition[63].K�1 transition in chlorine (Table 1) and can only be improved when a newcalibration standard will be available.7 New calibration standardsIn the few keV range, a major problem both for the energy calibration andthe determination of the crystal spectrometer response function stems fromthe fact, that no narrow lines are available from easily accessible sourceslike X-ray tubes. The X-ray line widths of low Z multiple electron systemsare dominated by the Auger widths and then quickly increase with thenuclear charge. The natural width usually exceeds the typical values forthe spectrometer resolution by at least a factor of 3.In addition, the line shape exhibits a complex structure due to satellitetransitions originating from multiple ionisation. Although light elementslike silicon and sulfur do not show pronounced satellite structures when theionisation occurs from weakly ionising radiation like X-rays or electrons,due to the large natural widths a precise determination of the position ofthe diagram line (stemming from atoms with one K-shell vacancy only) tobetter than 5ppm is problematic in most cases.Systematic measurements of all elements using up to date experimentaltechniques are in preparation [75]. But, the problem of the large natural linewidth and the satellite structure of the uorescence X-rays could be over-come by using the narrow transitions of light exotic atoms and hydrogen-likeelectronic atoms. 15



7.1 Exotic atomsThe transition energies of completely stripped exotic atoms now are able toserve as a calibration standard for X-ray energies. For count rate reasons,pionic atoms are the most promising ones. As an example, the �14N(5g-4f)transition has been used to obtain a value for the Sc K�1 transition energywhich is a factor 6 more accurate than the value given in the published tables[29] (Table 1). The energy of the Ti K� transition has been redeterminedby the same method using the �20Ne(6h-5g) transition [76]. A precisedetermination of the positions of diagram lines requires always a detailedstudy of the line shape [26,31,77].
7.2 ECR sourceTransition energies and widths of hydrogen-like electronic systems can becalculated with the methods of QED to an accuracy of better than 1ppm.Because only radiative transitions occur, the line widths are of the order of10 to 40meV in the range from phosphorus to argon [43]. Such transitionswould be much better suited to calibrate energies and to study the responsefunctions of crystal spectrometers.Low Z electronic atoms with few electrons can be produced with high in-tensity in Electron-Cyclotron-Resonance (ECR) devices as used as sourcesfor atomic beams. It is proposed to build up such a device in using thecyclotron trap mirror �eld [73]. Then it will be possible to measure uo-rescence X-rays and few electron systems with a crystal spectrometer in a�xed experimental set-up. A small Doppler broadening of a few 100meV isexpected from the Maxwellian velocity distribution inside the ECR source.For hydrogen-like electronic atoms, energy measurements on the sub ppmlevel for the 2p-1s diagram lines will become feasible which can be relatedto transitions from exotic atoms. The variety of transitions yields a densenet of transitions to be used as calibration standards.Further applications of such a set-up would be the measurement ofhelium-like or few electron atoms in order to study various theoretical ap-proaches of the electron-electron interaction [78], strong interaction e�ectsin pionic atoms, or nuclear size e�ects in muonic atoms. In a �rst step,such an apparatus will be used to measure accurately the response functionof the crystal spectrometer for the determination of the strong interactionbroadening in pionic hydrogen [73]. 16



8 Summary and outlookA series of precision experiments is being performed of the characteristicX-radiation from exotic atoms. Main goals of the experiments are the de-termination of the hadronic level shifts and broadenings of the atomic 1sand 2p states in hydrogen isotopes, a new value for the mass of the chargedpion, and the pion-nucleon scattering length from pionic hydrogen. The ac-curate knowledge of values for the pure electromagnetic part of the atomicenergy levels is mandatory for the interpretation of those measurements.Results from the experiments with antiprotons at LEAR are:� The 23P0 hyper�ne state was resolved from the antiprotonic hydrogenL� transition. The results for the strong interaction shift and broad-ening of the 2p hyper�ne strongly support the prediction for the realpart of the antinucleon-nucleon potential derived in the framework ofthe meson exchange model from the nucleon-nucleon interaction [47].� The 2p-level strong-interaction e�ects in antiprotonic deuterium wereobserved by measuring the L� transition being in reasonable agreementwith the prediction of the multiple scattering approach [52].� The line shape of the L� transition in antiprotonic deuterium discardsan earlier calculation of the electromagnetic hyper�ne splitting in favorof a recent one [40,41,44].The studies with pionic and muonic atoms at PSI yielded:� The ambiguity of 15ppm for the mass of the charged pion from aprevious high resolution experiment could be removed. Taking theweighted average of the results of [60] and [26], the presently reachedaccuracy for the pion mass is already less than 3ppm.� The best test up to now of the Klein-Gordon equation to 4�10�3 hasbeen achieved from the �N(5g-4f) transitions [26].� The Coulomb explosion in diatomic symmetric molecules has been di-rectly observed from the line broadening of �N and the �O 5-4 transi-tions [63].� The energies of uorescence X-rays have been redetermined using tran-sitions from hydrogen-like pionic atoms as calibration lines [76].At PSI, in the near future,� a high precision experiment of the charged pion mass to 1ppm will beperformed by calibrating the �N(-4) transition energy with the �O(5-4) transition [27,63]. 17
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